reinventing cosmological space a unique manner. In the case of Cusanus, as in that of the ancient sources, ideas were often distorted, simplified or reinterpreted to fit into new theoretical and philosophical frameworks. This chapter is conceived as a further clarification of and a contribution to the understanding of the connection between Copernican astronomy and the debate on cosmological space.
1
The Finite Infinity of the World Revised
In a famous passage in the Historia naturalis (II,1), Pliny called the heavens "finite but resembling the infinite" ( finitus et infinito similis) in consideration of their immeasurable extent.3 As Ptolemy remarked, "the Earth has, to the senses, the ratio of a point to the distance of the sphere of the so-called fixed stars," because the naked eye cannot detect any discrepancies in celestial observations depending on the latitude of the observer.4 Neither for Pliny nor for Ptolemy did the amazing extension of the world raise any doubts concerning its spherical form or terrestrial centrality. In Almagest I,5, "That the Earth Is in the Middle of the Heavens," Ptolemy demonstrated through geometricalastronomical arguments that heavenly phenomena can be explained only if the Earth is situated at the intersection of the axis of the daily rotation and the ecliptic. Ptolemy's presupposition was that the dimensions of the heavens are such that appearances would be noticeably different if the Earth did not lie in the middle of the cosmos. In Pliny's case, the assessment of the "infinity" of the universe maintained an epistemological meaning, depending on the limits of human faculties. In Copernicus's day, the impossibility of ascertaining the dimensions of the heavens was almost a commonplace. It was reasserted, among others, by the astronomer Jacob Ziegler, a friend of Calcagnini, the geokinetist who appreciated Cusanus and perhaps knew the Commentariolus.5 In Ziegler's commentary on the astronomical passages of the Historia naturalis (1531) one reads: "And similar to infinity: [Pliny] said so, not concerning the power of nature but rather considering human faculties. Although the world is finite in itself, we perceive it as infinite."6 In the light of the heliocentric theory, the dimensions of the universe had to be revised and Pliny's statement about the finite and infinite dimensions
